Seamlessly Connect Sponsor eTMF Systems and the Florence eISF

Now Available Through Cognizant® Shared Investigator Platform (SIP) eISF Connect Module.

Clinical trial sites face significant challenges sharing documents with sponsors. They often rely on cumbersome manual workflows that involve paper, email and antiquated online document vaults, leading to valuable time misspent on administrative tasks. The Cognizant SIP eISF Connect module addresses these pain points by providing a bridge between sponsor eTMF systems and the Florence eISF system. The Cognizant SIP eISF Connect module also allows sponsors to create a path to digital transformation for sites by providing an industry-trusted eISF solution, making sites, monitors and study teams more efficient.

Cognizant SIP puts sites and investigators at the center of the clinical trial ecosystem by eliminating the “different sponsor, different system” burden for sites. The SaaS-based, single sign-on (SSO) platform alleviates operational inefficiencies and administrative tasks for sites, and it transforms collaboration and communication with sponsors by:

- Enabling seamless workflow and key clinical trial document exchange across more than 155,000 users and over 26,000 sites.
- Modernizing site-sponsor virtual collaboration with video conferencing, chat, training and remote review of documents.
- Unifying management of critical components of clinical trials across industry stakeholders.

The Cognizant SIP eISF Connect module, which is powered by Florence, further enables clinical trial sponsors to:

- Accelerate the activation of clinical trial sites.
- Enable remote monitoring.
- Reduce the administrative burden on sites via a consistent, configurable workspace.
- Simplify collaboration and streamline communication among stakeholders.
- Automate site-sponsor document exchange.

- Providing sites with a single point of access to dozens of clinical trial technologies and standardized processes across all sponsors

The Cognizant SIP eISF Connect module offers the following benefits:

**Accelerate startup with site-initiated workflows.**

- Empower sites to initiate and take charge of startup tasks in their own dedicated eISF space.
- Turn on eISF-based remote site monitoring, making clinical trial operations more efficient.
• Exchange documents at the push of a button – from sites to sponsors and back, facilitating a streamlined flow of information.
• Repeat study setup structures for future studies.

Further simplify site adoption with the Florence approach.
• Drive site adoption with Florence’s proven processes.
• Leverage Florence’s proven 92%+ site technology adoption rates.
• Benefit from dedicated training and support for you and your sites.
• Connect to more than 8,500 existing study sites on Florence.

Alleviate the burden on sites by reducing points of friction and hand-off delays.
• Navigate from Cognizant SIP to Florence eISF via SSO and deep linking.
• Seamlessly and simultaneously manage permission-based role assignment and user management across Cognizant SIP and Florence eISF.
• Enable sites to maintain ICH-mandated control of documents.
• Sync document status updates, versions and digital audit trails.
• Standardize study structures across sites.
• Streamline workflows and data mapping across studies and sites.

Build a solid technology foundation.
• Put your trust in Cognizant and Florence as your technology partners for the future.
• Build on native integrations that power future collaboration.

Learn more about the Cognizant SIP eISF Connect module and how it will enable your organization to leverage seamless document exchange between sponsor eTMF systems and the Florence eRegulatory solution. For more information, please visit www.cognizant.com/shared-investigator-platform.

About Cognizant Life Sciences
Cognizant’s Life Sciences business unit partners with biopharmaceutical and med-tech companies to develop strategies and apply solutions to healthcare challenges across the value chain. Our services and products, including the Shared Investigator Platform (SIP), are digitizing interactions between sponsors and investigators across every phase, helping the industry subtract time from clinical development and add it to patient lives. To learn more, visit cognizant.com/life-sciences.

About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 194 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.

About Florence
Florence advances clinical trials by managing document and data flow between research sites and sponsors. Florence eBinders is trusted by 8,000+ research teams to manage the eRegulatory and eSource for 1000+ active studies. Florence eTMF is the most flexible eTMF on the market designed for the Sponsor and CRO team wearing “multiple hats.” Florence eHub is revolutionizing site to sponsor connectivity in a virtual site workspace for site inspection readiness oversight, remote monitoring, study startup, and quality control.